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Abstract—This article reveals student achievement in the Indonesia National Examination on Chemistry Material at the high school level in the East Java Province from 2015-2016, 2016-2017, and 2017-2018. The chemistry exam consists of Basic Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, and Physical Chemistry. In the 2015/2016 school year, chemistry exam was compulsory for students who program science while starting the 2016/2017 academic year until 2017/2018 chemistry examination as a test for students who choose chemistry specialization. This test has an impact on the number of students taking chemistry test subjects, the number of students taking the National Examination in the Chemistry test in the 2015/2016, 2016/2017, and 2017/2018 academic years respectively, at 107345, 15600 and 22367 students. From the National Examination results data reported by Puspendik for East Java Province, an average score of National Examination scores of five chemistry test subjects with an up and downtrend in the range of 48.90 to 64.71 was obtained. If compared, the average National Examination score for each chemical material in the East Java province is higher than the national average.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The core competencies that must be obtained and possessed by senior high school students are the core competencies for spiritual attitudes, social attitudes, knowledge, and skills. Attachment to the Minister of Education and Culture Regulation No. 21 of 2016 concerning Basic and Secondary Education Content Standards) [1], [2]. In chemistry subjects at the high school level, five materials are tested on the National Examination. These materials include Basic Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, and Physical Chemistry. In Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Chemistry is one of the productivity subjects which in learning processes students do not only need to understand the concepts, principles, laws, and theories but also its relevance and application to solve problems in daily life [3].

The implementation of the 2013 curriculum also influenced the number of students who chose chemistry (see Figure 1). Based on the data in Figure 1, it can be seen that the number of students taking the chemistry National Examination in 2017 has decreased from 2016 and tends to rise, although not significantly in 2018. The highest number of students each year is senior high school students in the city of Surabaya. The data in Figure 1 are from Balitbang [4], [5], [6].

Fig. 1. Comparison of The Number of Students Who Take The Chemistry Exam National Examination in 2016, 2017, and 2018

Chemistry exams in 2016 to 2018 consist of Basic Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, and Physical Chemistry. The exams were started in the 2016/2017 academic year to 2017/2018 chemistry exams as a test for students who choose a specialization in chemistry. This article will present and discuss the data of National Examination Chemistry in senior high school in East Java. The data used are from the Republic of Indonesia Ministry of Education and Culture Republic of Indonesia in 2016, 2017, and 2018 [4]–[6].

II. METHOD

Descriptive analysis of National Examination data obtained from Puspendik in 2016, 2017, and 2018. Every year high school students work on national examination questions. There are 40 items for chemistry with analytical chemistry, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, and basic
chemistry. There are five answer choices available for each question. The time allocation for working on the questions is 120 minutes. The data source came from all high school students throughout East Java who programmed chemistry exams.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Comparison of Chemistry National Examination Achievements in Senior High School in East Java and National Provinces

Figure 2 presents the average comparison of senior high school Chemistry National Examination scores in East Java and National for five exam material in Chemistry subjects from 2016 to 2018. From the data presented in Figure 2 shows the tendency for National Examination scores of all Chemistry materials for East Java Province to be higher than the national average, except in 2016 for inorganic chemicals. The range of the difference in National Examination material scores in chemistry subjects ranges from 0.44 to 5.96 for all material in chemistry subjects.

Based on the data in Figure 2, we get the fact that the lowest and highest average values for each year are different. However, the tendency of the lowest and highest values applies equally to the provinces of East Java and nationally. In 2016 the lowest average National Examination score was inorganic chemistry material, whereas nationally, the physical chemistry, organic chemistry, and inorganic chemistry material get a low achievement. In 2017 there were changes, including analytical chemistry and physical chemistry, which received a low achievement for East Java and national provinces. In 2018 all materials were in a low achieving condition both in East Java and national provinces.

#### B. Achievements in Chemistry National Examination Senior High School Students in Districts / Cities in East Java

The following will discuss the senior high school chemical National Examination scores in all districts/cities throughout East Java.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the value of primary chemistry material experiences different achievements in each city and district in East Java. In 2016 the highest achievement of Basic Chemistry material was obtained by Bangkalan District, which was 80.76; in 2017, Trenggalek District achieved an average value of 67.8, and in 2018 the highest value was 58.44 achieved by Sidoarjo District. However, in general, the highest value of Basic Chemistry has decreased from year to year.

If the lowest value of material completeness is 55, then in 2016 for East Java, only inorganic chemistry material has a low achievement, whereas nationally, the physical chemistry, organic chemistry, and inorganic chemistry material get a low achievement. In 2017 there were changes, including analytical chemistry and physical chemistry, which received a low achievement for East Java and national provinces. In 2018 all materials were in a low achieving condition both in East Java and national provinces.
The material tested on basic chemistry is stoichiometry, concentration, mole, and limiting reactants. This material is one of the data that students must understand before learning other concepts such as acid-base pH. The findings of the study it was observed that senior secondary students do possess misconceptions in stoichiometry and the mole [7].

Based on the data in Figure 4, it can be seen that the value of analytical chemistry material is different in each city and district in East Java. In 2016 the highest achievement in Basic Chemistry material was obtained in the Bangkalan District, which was 79.68; in 2017, Tulungagung District achieved an average value of 57.29, and in 2018 the highest value was 59.72 achieved by Sidoarjo District. The highest value of Analytical Chemistry has fluctuated from year to year. In 2016, 2017, and 2018 the examination in analytical chemistry asking about titration, hydrolysis of salt, and buffer. The students have to understand the using of Kb and Ka to determine the value of pH.

When viewed from the low achievement in analytical chemistry shows that the level of understanding of students in analytical chemistry materials is still low. Several factors cause the low value of students in analytical chemistry, especially acid-base. The first factor is the students' low understanding of metals, periodic tables, ionization energy, atomic size, electronegativity, solubility, and inter-intramolecular forces [8]. The low understanding or the occurrence of misconceptions in students related to the overstuffed nature of introductory chemistry itself, the emphasis during instruction on solving numerical problems, and the dominant role played by the textbook [9].
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Misconceptions experienced by students can cause a low understanding of advanced organic chemistry materials [12].

In Figure 7, it can be observed that the average value in each city and district in East Java fluctuated from 2016 to 2018. Bondowoso Regency achieved the highest value for inorganic Chemistry material, which was 69.79 in 2016. In 2017, Kota Batu received the highest ranking achievement of the average value of inorganic chemistry material that is equal to 69.38. Sidoarjo Regency achieved the highest average value with a value of 60.96 in 2018. In general, the achievement of the highest value for inorganic chemistry material decreased in the range of 2016 to 2018.
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**Fig. 7. Average Comparison of Senior High School National Examination Chemistry Values in East Java Year in Inorganic Chemistry Material**

The low scores obtained by students in this inorganic material can be overcome, one of them, by way of teachers should try to expose the learners to profitable learning experiences, which are deliberately planned into the lesson to enable learners, acquire individual contact with the concepts being taught [13].

From the analysis of the achievement value of basic chemistry, analytical chemistry, physical chemistry, organic chemistry, and inorganic chemistry material, it shows that the mastery of the material is more in schools from the regency in East Java than from the city area. The city of Surabaya as the most significant contributor to the number of students does not have the highest achievement in all chemical materials and three years (2016-2018). To improve students' understanding of the subject matter in chemistry, the teacher or lecturer must understand the model and technique to make the students easy to understand the topic discussed [14].

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Comparative analysis of the value of the National Examination material in chemistry subjects from 2016 to 2018 on average from the province of East Java and nationally shows the tendency of the average value of East Java Province to be higher than the national average. Whereas based on a comparative analysis of UN grades for each chemistry material for senior high school students in Sidoarjo Regency, Trenggalek Regency, Tulungagung Regency, Bondowoso Regency, Situbondo Regency, and Batu City, and Bangkalan District contributed the highest average value in chemical materials in 2016 to 2018. In general, the average value of each material has decreased over the past three years.
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